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R-evolution
ErP
*
* Energy Related Products _ in force from 26 of September 2015
th

> WHENEVER YOU ARE A
RETAILER, AN INSTALLER
OR A FINAL CUSTOMER,
ERP REGULATIONS “ErP
ECODESIGN” AND “ENERGY
LABELLING” WILL HAVE
INFLUENCE ON YOU IN
DIFFERENT WAYS: FROM
MANDATORY INFORMATIONS
TO BE TRANSFERRED TO
YOUR CUSTOMERS ON
NEW PRODUCTS, TO NEW
INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS,
TO THE SEARCH AND
SELECTION CRITERIA OF NEW
HIGH-TECH PRODUCTS FROM
YOUR LOCAL INSTALLER !
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WHAT ARE THE EU-ERP REGULATIONS
AND HOW WILL THEY HAVE INFLUENCE
IN OUR COUNTRY?

The 4 ErP Regulations on: Ecodesign (minimum efficiency limits) and
Energy Labelling (information to the final customer) are European pieces
of Law automatically in force since 26th of September 2015 all over Europe,
in 28 Member States and in all EEA Countries (European Economic Area:
Liechtenstein, Switzerland, Norway, Iceland).
The EU Regulations (nr.: 811/2013, 812/2013, 813/2013 e 814/2013) are
already published into the OJEC and are Laws which do not leave any room
for adaptation/delayed adoption to Member States, since they do not
require (do not permit in fact) any National law for their adoption, as to
say that they enter into force “de iure”, all over Europe, at the same time.
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WHAT’S HAPPENING IN PRACTICE (FOR
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS)?

Starting from 26th of September, all those products which are not in full
conformity with the new ErP requirements will not be allowed to enter
into the EU market for distribution, meaning that boilers, heat pumps,
storage tanks, water heating devices will be banned in Europe (both
concerning manufacturing or importing into Europe). Only those finished**
products which would have been put on the market (first sale or transfer
of ownership into the EU) before 26th of September will be allowed to be
sold and installed by distributors, retailers and installers.
In practice, due to the new ErP Regulations all EU manufacturers and
importers from extra-UE will be obliged to offer for sale only highefficiency products, both for heating and for domestic hot water
applications.
The final customer will benefit from the information mandatorily delivered
with the new, high efficiency products, showing on the new “Energy
Label” the efficiency of the product, and the product itself shall have to
conform to the minimum efficiency limits, for the first time established
and measured taking into account all product’s consumptions, including
the “indirect” consumptions of electrical devices on board (e.g. electrical
consumption for a gas boiler).
** to note: the term “finished product” means a product which has completed the manufacturing stage, and it is ready to
be put into the EU market (= for the commercial distribution), without any modification or integration.
It is not relevant the fact that the product is a complete boiler, or one of the components distributed as spare part, but
the fact that the manufacturing stage was completed, including where appropriate activities like: putting the trademarks
or the conformity markings onto the products, packaging the product, including the instruction manuals and/or the
warranty cards (where foreseen) with the product.
Insofar, a product for which just one of these manufacturing stages is still lacking (maybe because this stage will be
completed by the final OEM customer or by a distributor in another Country), shall not be considered to have been
already “put on the EU market”, since it cannot be considered to have completed the manufacturing stage.
The same applies for products already “finished” manufactured in the plant of a company “A” on request / under
contract of a company “B” which owns the trademark of the product, and which (the latter) shall be deemed to be the
legitimate “EU manufacturer” according to the legislation. In this case the company “B” will be the sole responsible of the
compliance at the time when it “puts into the EU market” the finished product.
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HOW WILL ALL THIS AFFECT THE
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF NEW
PRODUCTS?
The comparison criteria among different products (energy efficiency) will
be revolutionized due to new test protocols, more representative of real
use, and the introduction of new and more sophisticated formulas for the
measurement of products’ seasonal efficiencies.

New ErP limits for efficiency (and new noise limits just for heat pumps) will
be applicable to heating systems (boilers and heat pumps) up to 400 kW, to
instantaneous sanitary water heating devices, gas and electric, to sanitary
water heating devices and storages up to 2.000 lt.
All new products and systems shall be “high efficiency”, with the only
exception of type B1x boiler (open flue) which will have a specific
derogation. These will still be allowed for manufacturing, distribution
and installation, but just for the specific situation/use of replacement of
existing boilers onto “collective chimneys”..
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Heat pumps shall comply with new noise limits, while for boilers the
indication of noise levels (not the limits) will become mandatory on the
Energy Label.
Moreover, also the circulator fit onto the heat generators (boilers, heat
pumps, solar devices) shall also comply with new high efficiency limits, due
to EU Regulations 641/2009 and 622/2012.
In order to maximize the benefits from all these changes in products’
design and Energy Label, since the early development stage of new
products will be possible to conceive their integration in a more complex
system (“package”) with other ErP products/devices (e.g. controls), offering
to the market a system globally more efficient and clever, e.g. thanks to the
use of renewable sources (solar thermal, aero/geo-thermal energy with a
heat pump or biomass).
In particular, due to all this, “standard boilers” will therefore be migrated
mandatorily towards a technological transformation into the condensing
technology.
It is useful to remind here that condensing boilers are designed to recover
latent heat from flues, also when installed in existing (old) heating systems,
also when combined with radiators, thanks to the use of thermostatic
valves.
In particular, the modern technology of thermostatic valves with electronic
controls built-in allows to split the heating system in parts, controlled
separately with a time-programme, reducing for most part of the heating
season the return temperature to the boiler, thus benefitting of the savings
of condensing technology in nearly all cases, when considering the joint
benefit of thermostatic valves, modulating high efficiency circulators and
modern burners technology (full premix burners) with large modulating
range.
After this round of legislative limits, starting from 26th of September 2018
new limits ruling NOx emission levels will enter into force all over Europe,
for both boilers and sanitary water heating devices (fossil fuelled).
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DO ErP REGULATIONS FORESEE
ANY APPLICATION DELAYS AND/OR
DEROGATIONS FOR SOME SPECIFIC
PRODUCT CATEGORY?

At first, it is necessary to recall once more that any application delay and/or
derogation can only be justified from the 4 ErP Regulations themselves, and
not in any national piece of legislation/adoption (which simply cannot exist).
There are just 3 situations where a specific derogation from the application
of ErP Regulations is foreseen:
1) As already specified, in the case of open flue boilers (type B1x) of the
combi type (up to 30 kW) or of the heating only type (in this case only
up to 10 kW). These type of boilers shall comply with specific (lower)
efficiency limits, but can be manufactured, distributed and installed only
for replacement of existing boilers connected to collective flue chimeys (for
safety reasons in this case the connection of a new, single condensing boiler
to these collective chimneys working with negative pressure conditions and
different flue temperature conditions cannot be allowed).
2) Boilers and burners running on biomass fuels (e.g. pellet or wood) are
under specific ErP Regulations, published in July 2015 (EU Regulations nr.
2015/1187 and 2015/1189), which allow to manufacture and put into the EU
market non-compliant products until (consequently: without any Energy
Label) until 1st of April 2017.
3) For boilers without burners and for burners up to 400 kW gas-fired or
oil-fired, it is allowed the manufacturing and the distribution of the product
until 1st of January 2018, even if these products are not in conformity
with ErP requirements, under the condition that these products are used
to replace an “identical product” already installed. These products shall be
clearly identified and declared from the manufacturer (on the product or on
the packaging) with the detailed list of boilers for which they are intended/
suitable to be used as spare parts/replacement product.
8
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It shall be reminded that for output power up to 400 kW when a boiler
(without the burner) and a burner are put on the EU market after 26th of
September 2015, even when they are purchased/delivered separately to an
installer, when they are fit together into an installation, even in an existing
heating system, these are considered effectively to be a complete boiler,
which shall comply with all the ErP requirements.
On the opposite, above the limit of 400 kW output power (500 kW for solid
fuels) minimum e fficiency limits of ErP Regulations do not apply in any case.

HOW IS THE ENERGY LABEL DESIGNED?

The Energy Label shall be delivered from the manufacturer or from the
importer intra-EU for all products up to 70 kW output power and for all
storage tanks (sanitary hot water) and buffertanks (heating) up to 500lt.
The Energy Label shall be printed and affixed to any product offered for sale
to the final customer.
For combi products which deliver both sanitary hot water and heating
functionality the Energy Label will take the form of a double-column label,
where in the left scale of the label shall be indicated the energy efficiency
class in terms of heating performance, and on the right scale the energy
efficiency class in terms of sanitary hot water preparation. Moreover, in the
right column dedicated to the efficiency performance for the preparation of
sanitary hot water, a new symbol shall be printed by whom the manufacturer
will declare the “suitable tapping profile” of the product on a letter-scale
(from 3XS to 4XL).
The maximum Energy efficiency class in the heating function of fossil fuel
(gas and oil) boilers, when not offered in a package/system, can be “A”.
It shall be noted that all those products which are not in compliance with
ErP minimum efficiency limits (min. seasonal efficiency measured on GCVGross Calorific Value ≥ 86%), whichever their -virtual- Energy Efficiency
Class would be on the Energy Label, shall not (and cannot) be labelled at all.
The only products which shall (and can) be Energy Labelled are those in full
conformity with the new ErP efficiency limits.
On the other side, for all those products “ante-ErP” which have been
legitimately manufactured/imported into the EU and subsequently put on
R-evolution ErP
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the EU market before 26th of September 2015, the manufactured or the
importer from extra-UE is neither required to supply any declaration of
conformity to ErP, nor to supply any Energy Label. So, it does not matter
the fact that distributors, retailers and installers can have exactly the same
model of product in their warehouse, put on the EU market after the 26th
of September 2015 and supplied with an Energy Label: for older products
(even when identical) nobody can force the manufacturer/importer to
supply the Energy Label.

Sanitary hot water
tapping profile

Seasonal
energy
efficiency in
heating mode

Sound
power
level
(indoor)
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Energy efficiency
in sanitary hot water
mode
FOR
COMBI
APPLIANCES

Output power in
heating mode

WHAT IS GOING TO HAPPEN IN
PRACTICE (FOR DISTRIBUTORS,
RETAILERS AND INSTALLERS)?

DISTRIBUTORS, RETAILERS and INSTALLERS will be allowed to sell and
install finished products non-complying with ErP (old products), only under
the condition that the ownership of these products have been transferred
to them by the manufacturer/importer from extra-UE before 26th of
September 2015 (refer to the date of the first sale invoice to them from
the EU manufacturer of from the extra-UE importer).
For all other products falling under the scope of ErP by the fact that
they have been put on the EU market (by the EU manufacturer or by an
extra-EU importer) after the 26th of September 2015, the last sales person
(normally: the installer) who offers these products for sale to the final
customer has the responsibility to show and deliver to the customer the
Energy Label, to explain it and to calculate, print and fill (under his sole
company name) the “Package Energy Label” in case that he’s offering a
package (system) made by 2 or more ErP-labelled products (see also the
next paragraph for some examples).
Namely, both the distributor/the retailer and/or the installer who are

R-evolution ErP
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promoting/advertising/offering an ErP product to final customers,
independently from the media used for the advertisement (tv, radio, web or
insofar), are obliged to show in the advertisement/in the offer the energy
efficiency class of the product (or of the package, in case they’re offering a
combination of ErP products).
Other efficiency (ErP) related data shall be supplied during the price offer
in the tecnical documentation provided to the final customer (technical
fiche/technical manual), before the sale is concluded.

WHAT HAPPENS IN CASE OF OFFER
TO THE FINAL CUSTOMER OF TWO (OR
MORE) “ErP PRODUCTS” IN A SINGLE
PACKAGE/SALE OFFER (e.g. A BOILER
AND A SIMPLE THERMOSTAT OR A
SYSTEM CONTROL)?

The case mentioned just above is the most common example of a
“package” of two ErP products, which were sold (for the very first time in
the distribution chain) on the EU market after 26th of September 2015,
came with their single ErP Energy Label, which finally shall be combined
into a single “system/package label” by the last sales person.
Other examples of the same “package” situation for two or more ErP
products are e.g.: boiler + heat pump, boiler + solar thermal system
(storage tank+collectors), heat pump + solar thermal system etc…. (when
they were all put on the EU market after 26th of September 2015, and they
are now proposed from a single sales person).
Anybody (including the installer) who is offering to the final customer a
package (system) made of two or more ErP products shall calculate, print,
fill and deliver to the final customer a new “Package Energy Label” which
shows the global Energy efficiency performance of the package as a whole
(made out of a standardized calculation based on rules published in the
ErP Regulations themselves, of course).
R-evolution ErP
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This new Energy Label would allow the final customer (before the sale is
concluded) to select the package/system most suitable for his needs in
terms of energy efficiency performance (and of course of total costs).
In some cases, the obligation for the last sales person to calculate/print/fill/
deliver the “Package Energy Labelling” to the final customer does not apply.
Among those few cases it is important to mention these ones:
1) The package/system was already supplied with its “Package Energy
Label”, since it has been conceived and distributed explicitly as a
package from the manufacturer or from the importer intra-EU (to note:
it is not relevant the fact that the delivery takes place in different pieces
or timing, the only relevant thing being the unitary commercial offer/
proposal which qualifies the package as “foreseen and offered” as a
whole since the very beginning).
2) The package has already been labelled from the distributor or retailer
who has decided to offer it as a whole package: in this case the last
sales person (if different from the distributor/retailer) will just deliver
to the final customer the “Package Energy Label” prepared, printed and
filled by somebody else.
3) Neither the installer, nor the retailer (shop) have been involved in the
offering/promotion of the package as a whole (unitary offer to the
final customer). On the contrary, the final customer came into the shop
and selected himself a combination of two or more ErP products, and
purchased those without advice or active promotion of the seller. In
this case the final customer will not receive any “Package Energy Label”
from the seller, nor from the installer, but just the single Energy Label of
the different ErP products singularly.
4) The various ErP products have been offered and sold not unitarily,
meaning not from the same seller/installer or not at the same time (e.g.
subsequently one to each other), even when they are finally assembled
by a single installer in this case they will not generate a “Package”
proposed unitarily for sale in the meaning of the ErP Regulation,
therefore they will not bear a “Package Energy Label”.
5) One or more than one of the products which are proposed for the
14
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package fall out of the scope of the ErP Labelling Regulations (e.g. this
is the case of biomass boiler until 1st of April 2017, of storage tanks/
buffer tanks above 500 lt, of gas and oil boilers above 70 kW or again it
is the case when a single product out of all the package proposed is not
energy labelled since it was “firstly put on the EU market” before 26th of
September 2015, thus missing to comply with ErP at all.
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Example of a specific case: replacement of a part of the heating
system = of an existing/installed “package”
It shall be clearly stated that in this case the general rule applies once
again: the final sales person is/can be responsible (in ErP-terms) only for
the products that he has offered/sold under his responsibility, in a unique
sale. Whenever these products are then installed (maybe from the same
sales person = installer) together with pre-existing products (even when
those latter are ErP compliant!) the final result cannot be a new/wider
packaged taken under the responsibility of the very last installer.
E.g.: heating system already equipped with an old boiler and a solar
thermal system. The final customer decides to have the old boiler replaced
with a new modern boiler plus a modern heat pump, but to keep the
former solar thermal system.
Result: the sales person (if he is the installer) will calculate, print, fill and
deliver just the “Package Energy Label” for the new boiler plus the heat
pumps, without being obliged under any circumstances to “take on board”
under his responsibility (Package Label) the former solar thermal system,
proposed by somebody else: this is the spirit of the ErP: to push a unitary
sale proposal, not to assess/certify the quality or the global efficiency of
the installation as a whole.
Please note in fact that: 1) the ErP Regulations do not take into
consideration in any case the distribution and the emission system/
components in the heating system (which can also heave a relevant impact
in the global performance) and that 2) in any case there’s another umbrella
Directive (the Energy Performance of Building Directive - EPBD) which
allows/forces (in some cases) the final customer to have the performances
of his complete heating system (plus building) assessed and certified by
independent energy professionals in the UE.
Please note: an engineer or the consulting offices of the manufacturer
can always provide an “example calculation” of the printed Energy Label
for a package designed with multiple products (from different brands/
suppliers) for a final customer. This will just represent a “fac-simile” of the
final energy label of that package. Nevertheless, the final responsibility to
fill-in (with HIS COMPANY NAME) and to deliver to the final customer the
16
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“legal” Energy Label is just of the final sales person who effectively sells
the package (normally: the installer). Only that Energy Label, filled in with
the “package manufacturer’s name” (and not with the consulting/pre-sale
engineer’s name) will have legal value according to ErP obligations.

WHICH WILL BE THE IMPACT OF
THE NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND THE
DIFFICULTIES OF INTEGRATION WITH THE
OLD HEATING SYSTEMS?

With the only exception of the installation of type B1x boilers “open flue”
(still allowed but just as a replacement on COLLECTIVE CHIMNEYS for
serious safety reasons), it can be easily understood that the installation
codes and rules will rapidly (have to) evolve all over Europe.
This process already took place in the United Kingdom for instance,
where a percentage above 95% of the new installations is today made
by condensing boilers, while just 10 years ago this technology was nearly
unknown in that country.
It should also be noted that in many southern mediterranean countries
(e.g. Greece and Malta) the percentage of condensing boilers on the market
sales has reached impressive levels, even when considering the short
heating season and the higher average daily-degrees of these countries
(we are speaking of a percentage which in year 2012 already reached 30%
of sales). That easily demonstrates the reliability and the appreciation of
the modern condensing technology all over Europe, at different latitudes.
To accelerate the transition towards the condensing technology, al lover
Europe installers and service centers are being trained by manufacturers,
unions and trade associations.
For instance, in Italy a new installation code has been made available since
many years: the Standard UNI 11071 explains in detail how to safely install
these kind of boilers.
Furthermore, many building codes have been revised: again, in Italy with
the new decree “DlgS 102/2014” it has been widened the possibility to
install a “through-the-wall horizontal flue chimney” in many situations
R-evolution ErP
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where it is hard to reach the roof with a new chimney for a condensing
boiler, and the old chimney i.e. is not properly rated for the condensing /
low temperature / pressurized flues.

HOW SHOULD WE APPROACH AND
READ THE NEW PRODUCT CATALOGUE/
PRICELIST?

For all new products in compliance with the new ErP energy efficiency limits we
have printed a logo in the catalogue/pricelist “ErP compliant”, to guarantee our
customers. Of course when buying these products the customer will find in the
packaging the Energy Label with the proper details (completed inside the tables
of the technical manuals).
The products offered at catalogue after the 26th of September 2015 will be kept
in the light of the fact that they are not (yet) subjected to ErP, so they will not
receive the “ErP compliance” mark but they are still in compliance with the other
applicable EU and national Laws (e.g. pellet burners and boilers).

SUMMARIZING:

From the table below we can summarize the obligations to label single
products falling into the scope of ErP
*** to note: solar storage tanks of natural circulation systems do not require an Energy Label and shall not comply with ErP
efficiency limits, since they are dedicated to renewable energy devices, therefore to systems already running with high efficiency
energy by definition. Nevertheless, it is necessary that the manufacturer/importer declares in the technical documentation the
performances of these storages, so to enable a final sales person (e.g. the installer) to propose and integrate and finally take into
account their performance into a “package” energy label calculation (e.g. typically with a boiler or with a heat pump).
In the same way, it is not required the Energy Labelling or the compliance to specific ErP efficiency limits for solar thermal
collectors, but the manufacturer/importer shall declare their efficiency in the technical documentation for the same reason above.
The same applies for the mandatory declaration (from the manufacturer/extra-UE importer) in the technical documentation of
the input power of the solar pump, necessary for the calculation procedure of a package composed with that product, whereas
neither the energy label nor ecodesign limits apply to the solar pump.
Finally, as far as controls are concerned (from the very basic outdoor probe or room thermostat, up to the highly sophisticated
multi-sensor and multi-room control) these products shall not be Energy labelled, but they have their own “efficiency class”
based on the technology and functionality which shall be declared by the manufacturer in the technical documentation, again
in order to allow somebody to calculate the “package label” when offered and sold jointly with another ErP product.
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SUMMARY TABLE

FOR GAS, OIL AND ELECTRICITY DRIVEN PRODUCTS:

0 - 70 kW (heating appliances and all the hot

sanitary water producers/appliances running on
gas, oil or electricity)

OUTPUT POWER LIMIT: 0 - 500 lt (sanitary water storage tanks and

heating circuit buffer tanks, excluding natural
circulation solar storage tanks, even when
those are supplied by the manufacturer with an
electrical resistor/heater, but only if the heater
has just an anti-freeze function) ***

Heating system:
boiler, heat pump…

71 - 400 kW (heating appliances and all the hot
sanitary water producers/appliances running on
gas, oil or electricity)

501 - 2000 lt (sanitary water storage tanks and
heating circuit buffer tanks, excluding natural
circulation solar storage tanks, even when
those are supplied by the manufacturer with an
electrical resistor/heater, but only if the heater
has just an anti-freeze function) ***

Obligation to comply with new
seasonal Energy Efficiency Limits
(ErP – Ecodesign requirements)

Obligation to comply with new
seasonal Energy efficiency limits
(ErP – Ecodesign requirements)

Obligation to deliver an Energy Label
together with the product:

NO ENERGY LABELLING IS REQUIRED/IS
POSSIBLE FOR THESE SINGLE PRODUCTS

(excluding biomass burners and boilers until 1st
August 2017).

(excluding biomass burners and boilers until 1st
August 2017).

one physical label accompanying each
single product delivered to the distributors.
(excluding biomass burners and boilers until 1st
August 2017).

Sanitary Hot Water device:

Obligation to comply with new
seasonal Energy Efficiency Limits
(e.g. also the sanitary hot water circuit/sub system (ErP – Ecodesign requirements)

Obligation to comply with new
seasonal Energy efficiency limits
(ErP – Ecodesign requirements)

of a combi boiler, electrical water heater, gas water (excluding biomass burners and boilers “combi” with (excluding biomass burners and boilers “combi” with hot
heater, hot water storage tank, heating system
hot sanitary water production until 1st August 2017). sanitary water production until 1st August 2017).
buffer tank)

Obligation to deliver an Energy Label
together with the product:

NO ENERGY LABELLING IS REQUIRED/IS
POSSIBLE FOR THESE SINGLE PRODUCTS

Obligation to comply with ErP efficiency
limits: ONLY for the single products
(no testing or certification of the package
is required / imposed onto distributors or
retailers/installers who are proposing it)

Obligation to comply with ErP efficiency
limits: ONLY for the single products
(no testing or certification of the package
is required / imposed onto distributors or
retailers/installers who are proposing it)

“Package Energy Label” + the single
Energy Labels of each individual
product to the final customer

Obligation to calculate and supply the
“Package Energy Label” + the single
Energy Labels of each individual
product to the final customer

one physical label accompanying each
single product delivered to the distributors.
(excluding biomass burners and boilers “combi” with
hot sanitary water production until 1st August 2017).

Package

= system/kit (whatsoever physically integrated or
not, and/or separately delivered) offered and sold
as a unitary proposal and made of products all
subjected to ErP (and Energy Labelled separately
accordingly from the manufacturer or the importer
Obligation to calculate and supply the
from extra-UE)

(this obligation is onto the last sales
person when the package label is not made
available by a manufacturer/importer/
distributor/retailer)

(this obligation is onto the last sales
person when the package label is not made
available by a manufacturer/importer/
distributor/retailer)
To note: this obligation extends also for package
which globally exceed 70 kW, if every single product
is below 70 kW output power.
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NOTICE FOR DEALERS:
As part of its efforts to constantly improve its range of products, with the aim of increasing
the level of customer satisfaction, the company stresses that the appearance, dimensions,
technical data and accessories may be subject to variation.
Consequently, ensure that the customer is provided with up-to-date technical and/or sales
documents.

FERROLI around the World
GLOBAL www.ferroli.it/en
ITALY www.ferroli.it
SPAIN www.ferroli.es
FRANCE www.ferroli.fr
UNITED KINGDOM www.ferroli.co.uk
NETHERLANDS www.ferroli.nl
GERMANY www.ferroli.de
TURKEY www.ferroli.com.tr
ROMANIA www.ferroli.ro
POLAND www.ferroli.com.pl
RUSSIA www.ferroli.ru
UKRAINE www.ferroli.ua
BELARUS www.ferroli.by
CHINA www.ferroli.com.cn
BALKANS www.ferroli.hr
IRAN www.ferroli.ir
VIETNAM www.ferroli.com.vn

Ferroli spa

37047 San Bonifacio (VR) Italy
Via Ritonda 78/A
tel. +39.045.6139411
fax +39.045.6100233
www.ferroli.it/en - export@ferroli.it

